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Abstract—This paper investigates the problem of distributed
biclustering of memoryless sources and extends previous work [1]
to the general case with more than two sources. Given a set of
distributed stationary memoryless sources, the encoders’ goal is
to find rate-limited representations of these sources such that the
mutual information between two selected subsets of descriptions
(each of them generated by distinct encoders) is maximized.
This formulation is fundamentally different from conventional
distributed source coding problems since here redundancy among
descriptions should actually be maximally preserved. We derive
non-trivial outer and inner bounds to the achievable region for
this problem and further connect them to the CEO problem
under logarithmic loss distortion. Since information-theoretic
biclustering is closely related to distributed hypothesis testing
against independence, our results are also expected to apply to
that problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clustering unstructured data is desirable to understand the
nature of unstructured data with the goal of making information
more accessible to humans. Clustering algorithms have been
very successfully used in wide range of applications in areas
like life sciences (gene expression analysis [2], segmentation
of PET images [3]) and marketing research [4].

In this paper, we study an information-theoretic formulation
of the biclustering problem that extends our recent work [1] to
the case of multiple (usually dependent) sources. Each source
is assumed to be stationary and memoryless and is observed by
a distinct encoder. The encoders aim at extracting lossy (rate-
limited) descriptions of the associated source such that these
descriptions are maximally informative about each other. In this
setting, we investigate the optimal tradeoff between relevance,
the normalized multi-letter mutual information between the
descriptions, and complexity, the encoding rates. We refer to this
scenario as the distributed multi-terminal information-theoretic
biclustering (ITB) problem and derive an inner bound to the
sets of achievable rates of relevance and complexity.

The problem at hand is fundamentally different from
conventional distributed source coding problems, which aim at
discarding redundant information while guaranteeing correct
decoding. In contrast to the ITB problem, where redundant
information should actually be maximally preserved. Further-
more, the ITB problem is closely related to testing against
independence with multi-terminal data compression [5], for
which a general solution remains elusive [6].

While the outer bound follows directly from the case of two
sources, the straightforward generalization of the achievability
result [1, Theorem 6] yields a very poor inner bound. This
bound can be improved by correctly accounting for the
possibility of encoders that act as helpers, which can be
achieved using a binning strategy, that is, a variant of Berger-
Tung coding. Nevertheless, the inner bound cannot be tight, as
the well-known Körner-Marton problem [7] becomes a special
case of the considered problem when considering more than two
sources. Thus, in general Berger-Tung coding is suboptimal.

We further investigate the CEO problem under a mutual
information constraint. This is another special case of ITB, and
we show that it becomes equivalent to classical multiterminal
lossy source coding under logarithmic loss distortion. By
leveraging this equivalence, we obtain tight bounds for this
special case using methods from [8].

Notation

We denote random quantities and their realizations by capital,
sans-serif and lowercase letters, respectively. Furthermore, vec-
tors are indicated by bold-face type and sets by calligraphic type.
We use subscript to denote slices of vectors, i.e., xA , (xi)i∈A
as well as the usual notation xji , x{i,...,j}, xj , xj1. If a
vector is already carrying a subscript, it will be separated by
a comma, e.g., x5

3,1 = (x3)5
1 = (x3)5. Random variables are

assumed to be supported on finite sets. We use the same letter
for the random variable and for its support set, e.g., Y takes
values in Y and X3 takes values in X3. For a set X , let Xn
denote the n-th Cartesian power of X . Given a random variable
X, we write pX ∈ P(X ) for its probability mass function (pmf),
where P(X ) is the set of all pmfs on X . We write X ∼ p
to indicate that X is distributed according to p ∈ P(X ). We
use the notation of [9, Chapter 2] for information-theoretic
quantities, however, all logarithms in this paper are to base
e and information theoretic quantities are measured in nats.
The notation h0(p) , −p log p− (1− p) log(1− p) is used for
the binary entropy function and X−−◦ Y−−◦ Z indicates that X,
Y, and Z form a Markov chain in this order. For convenience,
we define K , {1, 2, . . . ,K} and we use the symbol x2K,2K

for a tuple, indexed by disjoint unordered pairs {A,B} of
nonempty sets A,B ⊂ K and write xA,B for its components.
For a random variable X, we denote the set of (strongly) δ-
typical n-sequences [10, Section 2.4] as T n[X]δ. Regarding the
method of types, which is used heavily in Section IV, the
reader is referred to [11].

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND MAIN RESULTS

A. Problem Statement

Let XK be K random variables. The random vectors XK
consist of n i.i.d. copies of XK. For n ∈ N and RK ∈ RK ,
an (n,RK) code fK consists of K functions fk : Xnk →Mk,
where Mk is an arbitrary finite set with log |Mk| ≤ nRk for
each k ∈ K.

Definition 1 (Relevance). Consider an (n,RK) code fK and
let Wk , fk(Xk). For any pair of disjoint nonempty sets
A,B ⊂ K, we define the co-information of fA and fB as

Θ(fA; fB) ,
1

n
I(WA;WB).



Definition 2 (Achievability and relevance-rates region). A point
(µ2K,2K , RK) is achievable if there exists an (n,RK) code fK
for some n ∈ N such that

Θ(fA; fB) ≥ µA,B , ∀A,B ⊂ K disjoint, nonempty.

The achievable relevance-rates region R is the closure of the
set R of achievable points.

B. Main Results

Theorem 3 (Outer bound). We have R ⊆ Ro, where the
outer bound Ro is the set of all points (µ2K,2K , RK) such that
there exist random variables UK with UA−−◦ XA−−◦ XK for any
A ⊆ K and∑
k∈A

Rk ≥ I(UA;XK|UC) ∀ C ⊆ K,

µA,B ≤ I(UA;XA) + I(UB;XB)− I(UAUB;XAXB),

for all k ∈ K and all disjoint nonempty sets A,B ⊂ K.

Proof: The proof of this theorem follows from standard
information-theoretic arguments using the auxiliary random
variable identification Uk,i , (f(Xk),Xi−1

k,1 ).

Definition 4. A point (µ2K,2K , RK) is in the region Ri if there
exist random variables UK satisfying Uk−−◦ Xk−−◦ (XK\k,UK\k)
for all k ∈ K, and if for every pair of disjoint nonempty
index sets A,B ⊂ K there exist subsets Ab ⊆ Aa ⊆ A and
Bb ⊆ Ba ⊆ B such that∑

k∈A′

Rk ≥ I
(
XA′ ;UA′

∣∣UAa\A′
)
, (1)∑

k∈B′

Rk ≥ I
(
XB′ ;UB′

∣∣UBa\B′
)
, (2)

µA,B ≤ I(UAb ;UBb), (3)

for all subsets A′ ⊆ Aa with A′ ∩Ab 6= ∅ and B′ ⊆ Ba with
B′ ∩ Bb 6= ∅.

We use typicality coding and binning to show that Ri is
indeed achievable. The conditions (1) and (2) ensure that UAb
and UBb can be correctly decoded from the output of the
encoders Aa and Ba, respectively. By (3), UAb and UBb are
enough to ensure that µA,B is achievable. Intuitively, one can
say that the encoders Aa\Ab and Ba\Bb act as helpers for
decoding UAb and UBb , respectively. The special case Ab = A,
Bb = B for every disjoint pair of nonempty sets A,B ⊂ K
corresponds to no binning at all, as (1) and (2) then imply
Rk ≥ I(Xk;Uk) for all k ∈ K.

Theorem 5 (Inner bound). Ri ⊆ R.

Proof: See Section IV.
This achievability result cannot be shown by merely applying

Berger-Tung coding. In contrast to averaged per-letter distortion,
joint typicality alone is not sufficient to ensure that relevance
is high enough. Therefore, the proof of this achievable region
utilizes more sophisticated tools developed for analyzing
hypothesis testing problems [5].
Remark. Note that the inner bound in Theorem 5 cannot be
tight in general as Definition 2 contains the Körner-Marton
problem [7] as a special case. Choose for K = 3, X1 ∼
B( 1

2 ) and X3 ∼ B(p) with p ∈ (0, 1) and p 6= 1
2 . Then

define X2 , X1 ⊕ X3. The point (µ2A,2B , RK) where R3 =
log(2), R1 = R2 = H(X3) = h0(p), and µA,B = 0 except

for µ{1,2},{3} = H(X3) = h0(p) is achievable [7, Theorem 1].
However, the quantize-and-bin scheme cannot achieve this
point [7, Proposition 1].
Ri is not convex in general, thus Theorem 5 can be

strengthened to conv(Ri) ⊆ R. However, characterizing
conv(Ri) using a time-sharing random variable is tedious, due
to the choice of index sets Aa, Ab, Ba, and Bb in Definition 4.

The following result establishes cardinality bounds that
render Ri computable.

Proposition 6. The region Ri remains the same if the
cardinality bound |Uk| ≤ |Xk| + 4K is imposed for every
k ∈ K.

Proof: The proof is a straightforward application of the
support lemma [10, Appendix C].

III. A SPECIAL CASE: THE CEO PROBLEM

In this section we will analyze a special case of the
biclustering problem, a variant of the CEO problem [12], where
the quality is measured in terms of mutual information (MI)
instead of a distortion criterion. Consider random variables
(XJ ,YL) with J = {1, 2, . . . , J} and L = {1, 2, . . . , L}.
Slightly abusing notation, we write x2J ,2L for a tuple indexed
by a pair of nonempty sets (A,B) where A ⊆ J and B ⊆ L.

Definition 7. A point (µ2J ,2L , RJ ) is MI-achievable, if for
some n ∈ N there exists an (n,RJ ) code fJ for XJ with
Uj , fj(Xj) such that for all A ⊆ J and B ⊆ L

1

n
I(UA;YB) ≥ µA,B.

Let RMI denote the set of all MI-achievable points.

We can obtainRMI as a special case fromR. Consider XK =
(XJ ,YL) with J +L = K. We want to find achievable points
(µ2K,2K , RK) ∈ R that correspond to the CEO problem. Let YL
be transmitted without compression, i.e., RJ+l = log|Yl| for
l ∈ L. Furthermore, we are only interested in the information
the encodings of XJ provide about YL, i.e., µA,B 6= 0 only
if A ⊆ J and B ⊆ J + L.

We want to show that the above CEO problem is equivalent
to the logarithmic loss (log-loss) distortion approach from
[8]. For A ⊆ J and B ⊆ L, we define a decoding function
gA,B : MA → P(YnB), which produces a probabilistic estimate
of YB given the output of the encoders A. We use log-loss
fidelity ζB, B ⊆ L, defined as the negative log-loss distortion
dB(yB,p) , − 1

n log p(yB) on YnB augmented by entropy, i.e.,

ζB : YnB × P(YnB)→ R,
(yB,p) 7→ H(YB)− dB(yB,p).

Definition 8 (Rate-distortion region for log-loss distortion). A
point (µ2J ,2L , RJ ) is log-loss achievable if for some n ∈ N
there exists an (n,RJ )-code fJ yielding Wj , fj(Xj) and
decoding functions gA,B : MA → P(YnB) for all nonempty
A ⊆ J and B ⊆ L such that

E[ζB(YB, gA,B(WA))] ≥ µA,B.

Let RLL be the set of all log-loss achievable points.

To show the equivalence with the ITB problem, we state an
auxiliary lemma similar to [8, Lemma 1].



Lemma 9. For any decoding function gA,B and code fJ ,

E[ζB(YB, gA,B(UA))] ≤ 1

n
I(YB;UA),

with equality if and only if gA,B(uA) = pYB|UA( · |uA).

Proof: The proof follows with suitable modifications
directly from the proof of [8, Lemma 1] .

As a corollary of Lemma 9, we have equality between the
two achievable regions.

Corollary 10 (Equivalence of MI and log-loss). RLL = RMI.

Proof: Immediate from Lemma 9.
Corollary 10 implies that the results in [8] directly apply

to the CEO problem with mutual information constraint. For
instance, the CEO problem with J encoders under logarithmic
loss distortion [8, Appendix B] can be obtained in Definition 8
by setting L = 1 (i.e., the CEO is only interested in Y1)
and µA,1 = 0, whenever A 6= J (i.e., the CEO listens to
all her agents). Then the region RMI = RLL collapses to the
set of all (µ,RJ ) such that there exists an (n,RJ )-code fJ
with I(UJ ;Y1) ≥ nµ, where Uj , fj(Xj). The resulting
achievable region RiMI ⊆ RMI, that can be obtained from Ri

is shown to be tight by [8, Lemma 5] if XJ are mutually
independent given Y1. A similar argument can be made for the
multiterminal source coding problem under logarithmic loss,
introduced in [8, Section II], where the inner bound, obtained
from Ri, is also tight.

IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 5

This proof extends ideas in [5, Section VI] to more than
two sources and incorporates a binning strategy.

Lemma 11 (Existence of a code). Let ε > 0, Uk−−◦ Xk
−−◦ (XK\k,UK\k) for all k ∈ K, and RK ∈ RK+ . Then, for
some suitably small δ > 0 and suitably large n ∈ N, we
can obtain an (n,RK + ε) code fK and decoding functions
gAa,Ab : MAa → UnAb for each pair of nonempty index sets
Ab ⊆ Aa ⊆ K, such that the following two properties hold:

1) Let Aa,Ab,Ba,Bb ⊆ K be arbitrary nonempty subsets
of indices with Ab ⊆ Aa, Bb ⊆ Ba, and Aa ∩ Ba =
∅. If (1) and (2) hold, then, using Wk , fk(Xk) and
the abbreviations ÛAb , gAa,Ab(WAa) and ÛBb ,
gBa,Bb(WBa),

P
{(

ÛAb ,XAa ,XBa , ÛBb
)
/∈ T n[UAbXAaXBaUBb ]δ

}
≤ ε .

(4)
2) For any pair Aa,Ba ⊂ K of disjoint nonempty index

sets,∣∣∣[gAa,Ab(MAa)× gBa,Bb(MBa)
]
∩ T n[UAbUBb ]δ

∣∣∣
≤ exp

(
n(I(UAbUBb ;XAbXBb) + ε)

)
(5)

for any Ab ⊆ Aa and Bb ⊆ Ba.

Proof: See Appendix A.
We will further need the following set of random variables.

Definition 12. For random variables (U1,X1,X2,U2) and
δ ≥ 0, define the set of random variables Lδ(U1,X1,X2,U2),
containing (U1,X1,X2,U2) as

Lδ(U1,X1,X2,U2) ,
{

(Ũ1, X̃1, X̃2, Ũ2) : ∀(u1, x1, x2, u2) :

|pŨ1,X̃1
(u1, x1)− pU1X1

(u1, x1)| ≤ δ pU1X1
(u1, x1),

|pŨ2,X̃2
(u2, x2)− pU2X2

(u2, x2)| ≤ δ pU2X2
(u2, x2),

|pŨ1,Ũ2
(u1, u2)− pU1U2

(u1, u2)| ≤ δ pU1U2
(u1, u2)

}
.

Note that Lδ(U1,X1,X2,U2) ⊆ Lδ′(U1,X1,X2,U2) for
δ ≤ δ′. Let (µ2K,2K , RK) ∈ Ri and choose UK as given
in Definition 4. Fix ε > 0 and apply Lemma 11 to obtain
encoding functions fK and decoding functions gAa,Ab for
each pair of nonempty index sets Ab ⊆ Aa ⊆ K. For an
arbitrary pair of disjoint nonempty index sets A,B ⊂ K,
find the subsets Ab ⊆ Aa ⊆ A and Bb ⊆ Ba ⊆ B, such
that (1) to (3) hold. If either Ab = ∅ or Bb = ∅, then
µA,B ≤ 0, which is achieved by any code. We thus assume
Ab,Bb 6= ∅. Define the functions h1 , gAa,Ab ◦ fAa and
h2 , gBa,Bb ◦ fBa . We want to analyze Θ(fA; fB). To this
end, define D1 , h1(XnAa). Naturally we can partition XnAa
as XnAa =

⋃
uAb∈D1

h−1
1 (uAb). We may assume without loss

of generality that h−1
1 (uAb) ⊆ T n[XAa |UAb ]δ(uAb) whenever

uAb ∈ D1 ∩ T n[UAb ]δ as this does not interfere with the
properties of the code. Defining D2 in the same manner, we
set F , (D1 × D2) ∩ T n[UAbUBb ]δ. Using Û1 , h1(XAa) and

Û2 , h2(XBa) we have

n ·Θ(fA(XA); fB(XB))

(a)

≥ n ·Θ(fAa(XAa); fBa(XBa))
(b)

≥ n ·Θ(Û1; Û2)

(c)

≥ P{(Û1, Û2) ∈ F} log
P{(Û1, Û2) ∈ F}
P{(U1,U2) ∈ F}

+ P{(Û1, Û2) ∈ Fc} log
P{(Û1, Û2) ∈ Fc}
P
{

(U1,U2) ∈ Fc
}

≥ −h0(P{(Û1, Û2) ∈ F})
− P{(Û1, Û2) ∈ F} log P{(U1,U2) ∈ F}

(d)

≥ − log(2)− (1− ε) log P{(U1,U2) ∈ F} , (6)

where (a) and (b) follow from the data processing inequality [9,
Theorem 2.8.1], (c) is a consequence of the log-sum inequal-
ity [9, Theorem 2.7.1], and (d) follows from (4). We further
used U1 , h1(XAa), U2 , h2(XBa), where (XAa ,XBa) are
i.i.d. copies of (XAa ,XBa) ∼ pXAa

pXBa
.

For each uAb ∈ D1 and uBb ∈ D2, define:

S(uAb ,uBb) , {uAb} × h
−1
1 (uAb)× h

−1
2 (uBb)× {uBb}

and

S ,
⋃

(uAb ,uBb )∈F

S(uAb ,uBb) .

Let (ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb) be the type variables correspond-
ing to some fixed (ûAb , x̂Aa , x̂Ba , ûBb) ∈ S. From [11,
Lemma 2.6], we know

P
{
XAa = x̂Aa ,XBa = x̂Ba

}
(7)

= exp
[
−n
(

H(X̂Aa X̂Ba) + DKL(X̂Aa X̂Ba‖XAaXBa)
)]

.

Letting K(uAb ,uBb) denote the number of elements in
S(uAb ,uBb) with type (ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb),

K(uAb ,uBb) ≤ exp
(
nH(X̂Aa X̂Ba |ÛAbÛBb)

)
(8)

by [11, Lemma 2.5]. Letting K(ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb) be the



number of elements of S with type (ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb),

K(ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb) =
∑

(uAb ,uBb )∈F

K(uAb ,uBb)

(e)

≤
∑

(uAb ,uBb )∈F

exp
(
nH(X̂Aa X̂Ba |ÛAbÛBb)

)
(f)

≤ exp
[
n
(

I(UAbUBb ;XAaXBa)

+ H(X̂Aa X̂Ba |ÛAbÛBb) + ε
)]

, (9)

where (e) follows from (8) and (f) from (5). Thus,

P
{

(UAb ,UBb) ∈ F
}

(g)
=

∑
ÛAb ,X̂Aa ,X̂Ba ,ÛBb

K(ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb)

· exp
[
−n
(

H(X̂AaX̂Ba) + DKL(X̂Aa X̂Ba‖XAaXBa)
)]

(h)

≤
∑

ÛAb ,X̂Aa ,X̂Ba ,ÛBb

exp
(
−n
(
k(ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb)− ε

))
,

where the sum is over all types that occur in S. Here, (g)
follows from (7), and (h) from (9), and we defined

k(ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb) , I(ÛAbÛBb ; X̂AaX̂Ba)

− I(UAbUBb ;XAaXBa) + DKL(X̂Aa X̂Ba‖XAaXBa) .

Using a type counting argument [11, Lemma 2.2], we can
further bound the number of types that occur in S by

(n+ 1)|UAb ||XAa ||XBa ||UBb | ≤ (n+ 1)|UK||XK|

and obtain

P
{

(UAb ,UBb) ∈ F
}
≤ (n+ 1)|UK||XK|

× max
ÛAb ,X̂Aa ,X̂Ba ,ÛBb

exp
[
−n
(
k(ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb)− ε

)]
, (10)

where the maximum is over all types (ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb)
occurring in S. For any such type, we have by construction
(ÛAb , X̂Aa , X̂Ba , ÛBb) ∈ Lδ(UAb ,XAa ,XBa ,UBb). From (10),
we can thus conclude:

P
{

(UAb ,UBb) ∈ F
}
≤ (n+ 1)|UK||XK|

×max
Lδ

exp
[
−n
(
k(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb)− ε

)]
, (11)

where we used maxLδ to denote maximization over all
(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb) ∈ Lδ(UAb ,XAa ,XBa ,UBb). Combining
(6) and (11), we showed that for n large enough and some
constant C

Θ(fA; fB) ≥ − log(2)

n
− 1− ε

n
log P

{
(UAb ,UBb) ∈ F

}
≥ −ε+ (1− ε) min

Lδ

(
k(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb)− ε

)
≥ −2ε+ (1− ε) min

Lδ

(
k(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb)

)
≥ min
Lδ

(
k(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb)

)
− Cε , (12)

where minLδ is used to denote minimization over all
(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb) ∈ Lδ(UAb ,XAa ,XBa ,UBb). Observ-
ing that k(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb) is a continuous function of
pŨAb ,X̃Aa ,X̃Ba ,ŨBb

and (12) holds for arbitrarily small δ, we

obtain for n large enough,

Θ(fA; fB) ≥ min
L0

k(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb)− C ′ε (13)

for some (larger) constant C ′ by letting δ → 0. For
(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb) ∈ L0(UAb ,XAa ,XBa ,UBb), observe
that we have

k(ŨAb , X̃Aa , X̃Ba , ŨBb) = I(ŨAb X̃Aa ; X̃BaŨBb) . (14)

and from the the definition of L0(UAb ,XAa ,XBa ,UBb) clearly

min
L0

I(ŨAb X̃Aa ; X̃BaŨBb) ≥ I(UAb ;UBb). (15)

Combining (13), (14), and (15), we obtain Θ(fA; fB) ≥
I(UAb ;UBb) − C ′ε ≥ µA,B − C ′ε where the last inequality
follows from (3). Thus, (µ2A,2B − C ′ε,RK + ε) ∈ R,
completing the proof since ε was arbitrary.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We extended the information-theoretic biclustering problem
to multiple sources and derived bounds on the achievable
region. However, these bounds are not tight since the infamous
Körner-Marton problem constitutes a counterexample. For the
analog of the CEO problem we showed that our outer bound is
tight in a special case, leveraging existing results from multi-
terminal lossy source coding. The challenge of the biclustering
problem lies in the fact that one needs to bound the mutual
information between two arbitrary encodings solely based on
their rates. This appears to be a difficult task since standard
information-theoretic manipulations seem incapable of handling
this dependence well.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 11

Fix 0 < ε′, ε′′ < ε and R̃k = I(Xk;Uk) + ε′′/2 for k ∈ K.

Encoding: For n ∈ N define M̃k , enR̃k and M̃k ,
{1, 2, . . . , M̃k}. We apply [13, Lemma 3.4] and denote the
random codebook Ck , (V

(k)
i )

i∈M̃k
, which are drawn inde-

pendently uniform from T n[Uk]δ for each k ∈ K. Denote the
resulting randomized coding functions as W̃k = f̃k(Xk, Ck)

and the corresponding decoded value as Ũk , V
(k)

W̃k
. We have

therefore, if n is chosen large enough and δ small enough,

Pe , P
{

(ŨK,XK) /∈ T n[UKXK]δ

}
≤ ε′ . (16)

Next, we introduce (deterministic) binning. If Rk < I(Xk;Uk),
partition M̃k into Mk , en(Rk+ε′′) equally sized, consecutive
bins, each of size en∆k with ∆k , R̃k−Rk−ε′′ = I(Xk;Uk)−
Rk − ε′′

2 . The deterministic function βk : M̃k → Mk maps
a codeword onto the bin index in Mk , {1, 2, . . . ,Mk}, it
belongs to. Now use the randomized encoding function fk ,
βk ◦ f̃k. If Rk ≥ I(Xk;Uk), let βk be the identity on M̃k and
fk , f̃k.

Decoding: Given the codebooks, the decoding procedure
gAa,Ab : MAa → UnAb for each ∅ 6= Ab ⊆ Aa ⊆ K is carried
out as follows. Given mAa ∈MAa , let m̃Aa , β−1

Aa(mAa) ⊆
M̃Aa be all indices that are in the bins mAa . Consider only
the typical sequences V

(Aa)
m̃Aa

∩ T n[UAa ]δ , Φ ⊆ UnAa . Denote
the restriction of Φ to the coordinates Ab as [Φ]Ab . If Φ 6=
∅, choose the lexicographically smallest element of [Φ]Ab ,
otherwise choose the choose the lexicographically smallest
element of

[
V

(Aa)
m̃Aa

]
Ab

.



Let Aa,Ab, ,Ba,Bb ⊂ K be sets of indices, such that the
conditions of part 1 are satisfied. Using Wk , fk(Xk, Ck)
and the randomized decodings Û1 , gAa,Ab(WAa , CAa) and
Û2 , gBa,Bb(WBa , CBa), consider the error event E0 ,
{(Û1,XAa ,XBa , Û2) /∈ T n[UAbXAaXBaUBb ]δ}. Define

E1 , {(ŨAa ,XAa ,XBa , ŨBa) /∈ T n[UAbXAaXBaUBb ]δ},

E2 ,

{∣∣∣∣[V(Aa)

W̃Aa
∩ T n[UAa ]δ

]
Ab

∣∣∣∣ > 1

}
,

E3 ,

{∣∣∣∣[V(Ba)

W̃Ba
∩ T n[UBa ]δ

]
Bb

∣∣∣∣ > 1

}
,

with the random index set W̃A , β−1
A (WA). We clearly have

E0 ⊆ E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 and thus

P{E0} ≤ P{E1}+ P{E2|Ec
1}+ P{E3|Ec

1}
(j)

≤ P{E2|Ec
1}+ P{E3|Ec

1}+ ε′ , (17)

where (j) follows from (16). We can partition W̃Aa into
(random) subsets DA′ , indexed by A′ ⊆ Aa as

DA′ , {w̃Aa ∈ W̃Aa : w̃A′c = W̃A′c ∧ w̃k 6= W̃k,∀k ∈ A′} ,

where we used A′c , Aa \ A′. Observe that D∅ = {W̃Aa}.
For each set ∅ 6= A′ ⊆ Aa, we define the error event

EA′ , {V(Aa)
DA′ ∩ T

n
[UAa ]δ 6= ∅}

and we have

P{E2|Ec
1} ≤

∑
A′⊆Aa:A′∩Ab 6=∅

P{EA′ |Ec
1} (18)

since E2 ⊆
⋃
A′⊆Aa:A′∩Ab 6=∅ EA′ . By the construction of

the codebook, DA′ has
∏
k∈A′(exp[n∆k]− 1) elements. For

w̃Aa ∈ DA′ , the components V
(A′)
w̃A′

are uniformly distributed
on
∏
k∈A′ T n[Uk]δ and w̃A′c = W̃A′c . Given Ec

1 we have in
particular ŨAa ∈ T n[UAa ]δ. Thus, for any uA′c ∈ T n[UA′c ]δ, we
can conclude,

P
{
EA′

∣∣∣Ec
1 , ŨA′c = uA′c

}
≤

∑
w̃Aa∈DA′

P
{
V

(Aa)
w̃Aa

∈ T n[UAa ]δ

∣∣∣Ec
1 , ŨA′c = uA′c

}

≤ exp

[
n
( ∑
k∈A′

∆k

)]∣∣∣T n[UA′ |UA′c ]δ(uA′c)
∣∣∣∏

k∈A′

∣∣∣T n[Uk]δ

∣∣∣
(k)

≤ exp

[
n
(
ε(δ) + H(UA′ |UA′c) +

∑
k∈A′

(
∆k −H(Uk)

))]
(19)

where ε(δ) =
∑
k∈A′∪0 εk(δ) goes to zero as δ → 0 and (k)

follows from the properties of types [10, Sections 2.4 and 2.5].
We observe that the definition of R̃k and (1) imply for any
∅ 6= A′ ⊆ Aa with A′ ∩ Ab 6= ∅,∑

k∈A′

∆k ≤ −
ε′′

2
−H(UA′ |UA′c) +

∑
k∈A′

H(Uk) . (20)

By taking the marginal distribution on ŨA′c in (19) and
using (20), we obtain:

P{EA′ |Ec
1} ≤ exp

[
n

(
ε(δ)− ε′′

2

)]
≤ ε′ , (21)

for n large enough and δ small enough. Similar reasoning for
P{E3|Ec

1} and combination of (17), (18) and (21) yields

P{E0} ≤ ε′ + 2|Aa|ε′ + 2|Ba|ε′ ≤ 2Kε′ . (22)

For a set ∅ 6= A ⊆ K, we next analyze the random quantity
L , |CA ∩ T n[UA]δ|. For large n and VA ∈ CA, we have

E[L] ≤
∑

VA∈CA

E
[
1T n

[UA]δ
(VA)

]
=

(∏
k∈A

M̃k

)
E
[
1T n

[UA]δ
(VA)

]

=

(∏
k∈A

M̃k

) ∣∣∣T n[UA]δ

∣∣∣∏
k∈A

∣∣∣T n[Uk]δ

∣∣∣
(l)

≤

(∏
k∈A

M̃k

)
exp[n(H(UA) + ε0(δ))]

exp
[
n(
∑
k∈AH(Uk)− εk(δ))

]
≤ exp

[
n

(
I(UA;XA) + ε̂(δ) + |A|ε

′′

2

)]
,

where 1Z(·) denotes the indicator function of a set Z and
ε̂(δ) =

∑
k∈A∪0 εk(δ) vanishes to zero as δ → 0. Here, (l)

follows from the properties of types [10, Sections 2.4 and 2.5].
We can choose ε′′ enough small s.t. ε̂(δ) + Kε′′/2 < ε for
suitably small δ. Let E4 = {L ≥ exp[n(I(UA;XA) + ε)]} and
from Markov’s inequality provided that n is large enough:

P{E4} ≤ exp

[
n

(
ε̂(δ)− ε+ |A|ε

′′

2

)]
≤ ε′ . (23)

As ε′ was arbitrary in (22) and (23), we can obtain deterministic
encoding and decoding functions, s.t. (4) holds whenever the
conditions of part 1 are satisfied. Taking into account that
gAa,Ab(MAa) × gBa,Bb(MBa) ⊆ CAb∪Bb , we also have (5).
Notice that, given a specific code, P{E4} < 1 already implies
P{E4} = 0 as the event E4 is fully determined by the code CK
alone.
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